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Using the HEALTH + HUMANITY Guidebook
Over the years, I've lived the life of a Catholic school alumna and
molecular cell biologist, who became a naturopathic physician and
Plant Spirit Medicine enthusiast, who then evolved to angel, animal
medicine, and tarot card reader heavily inﬂuenced by Native
American spirituality, and along the way, have developed some
eclectic ways to help my family and friends through life's
unpredictabilities. One night, fueled by some wickedly glutinous,
sugar-laced brownies and a cold glass of almond milk, I decided to
compile all of these techniques into a book, and then an oracle
card deck, in hopes that they will land in the hands of people who
need them, when they need them.
While a handful of the ideas I include are foundations of
naturopathic medicine, they are not necessarily all reﬂective of
other naturopaths' approaches. The majority of my colleagues are
highly respected evidence-based physicians and some of the most
accomplished folks I know--and I'll gladly leave the practice of
medicine to them. What I oﬀer here are unique options for stress
management and out-of-the-box ways to approach the loss of
vitality, infused with a little levity along the way. Mindful of modest
budgets and hectic schedules, this "quickly downloaded, easily
read e-book" was my format of choice; I hope it suits you.
There are so many ways to utilize this info--Read random entries to
meditate on each day! Pull these oracle cards alongside
traditional tarot spreads! Choose a card or two for insight during
a harrowing emotional journey--just make sure you don't
substitute my chatter for actual healthcare. I am a doctor, but I'm
probably not yours. I'm just saying.
For the health + humanity of our community, our nation, our planet,

Sarah

P.S. You'll notice that I employ the Oxford Comma at all times, and that I
continue to insert two spaces after every period. I won't apologize for
standing up for my beliefs, but I do thank you for your patience.
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First Steps +
Sample Spreads
#gettingstarted
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First Steps

#settingthestage

As you settle into a meditative state and space, focus on the
question you'd like answered, or open your mind to guidance.
With the deck in one hand, make a ﬁst with the opposite hand
and knock on the deck to clear any unwanted energy--aka
"clearing" the deck. Afterwards, riﬂe through the deck, touching
each card to "imprint" it with your energy, and cut and shuﬄe it
for as long as you like. Do the same with a tarot deck if you're
pulling from that as well.
If you're using crystals alongside your cards, clear your crystals
before you work by either passing them through a candle ﬂame
or blowing on them. You can reprogram them by grasping them
and setting your intention, and can recharge them by placing
them in direct sunlight for a few hours.

Sample Spreads
#pickapattern

The One Card Pull
When you're just starting to work with the cards, or if you're
interested in a simpler, more open-ended reading, a one-card
reading is perfect. Just cut the deck and pull the card that lands
on top, or fan the cards in front of you and pull one at random.
The Do and Don't Do
If you're feeling ready to use these cards as an oracle deck,
choosing a spread to follow can be very helpful. One of my
favorite basic spreads, "Do and Don't Do" consists of two cards:
Do
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Don't Do

The "Do" card represents something you should do or focus on,
or something essential to forward movement at this time.
The "Don't Do" card represents something unhelpful to you, or
that may distract you from more productive activities at this time.
Past, Present, Future
A common three-card tarot spread is the Past, Present, Future.
You can pull oracle cards alongside this tarot spread, or pull
these on their own to help you process messages from your past,
present, and future.
Past

Present

Future

The Know, Grow, and Let Go
Another awesome spread when you're short on time or energy is
the following. Pull alongside tarot or on its own as well!
Know

Grow

Let Go

The "Know" card brings attention to something that's hidden, or
that you aren't acknowledging in your situation.
The "Grow" card shows a way to help you move past obstacles
and keep growing in positive ways.
The "Let Go" card asks you to release the negative or unhelpful
aspects of this concept in your life, or to be less concerned about
this now.
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The Cards

#slicethedeck
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Adrenal Fatigue
#slayyourstress

Maybe you're a social worker who burns both ends of the candle
at once to make sure our nation's children are housed, clothed,
and fed. Maybe you're a Type A with a penchant for kicking
legal ass. Maybe you're both tired and wired, and driving the
back end of Engine No. 4 is made possible only by dangerously
strong coﬀee. Hell, maybe you're a parent. No matter what's
going on in your life, something's telling me you need to show
your adrenal glands some support today.
What are adrenal glands? I'm so glad you asked. The adrenals
are walnut-sized glands permanently resting on top of your
kidneys, which have the very big job of responding to all the
stress you encounter in a day (or night--I don't know your life). In
today's world, it's a safe bet that you need more energy, or at
least some stress modulation. Talk to your doctor about
adaptogens: herbs that will give your adrenals a boost if they're
pooped, or calm them if they're in a frenzy. My favorites are
astragalus and rhodiola, but stay away from licorice if you've got
high blood pressure.
Other options: fancy a cup of ginseng tea? Ginseng is a fairly
common adaptogen and pairs nicely with freshly grated ginger
(what doesn't, though?). Consider a diet overhaul that
emphasizes healthy fats, which nourish your little powerhouses
naturally, too; think coconut oil, salmon, avocados, nuts. And
hey, if you've got some bottles of magnesium or B vitamins in
your cupboards, feel free to pull those out as well. They'll help
tonify and nourish your adrenals until you can get into your
neighborhood naturopath's oﬃce.
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Angel's Trumpet
#spiritualconnecter

A ﬂower essence excellent for navigating
life's proverbial "spiritual deaths." Are you
going through an existential
transformation and having a rough go of
it? Are you feeling the need to connect
to a higher power--the Universe, Mother
Nature, Father Sky, G-d, Allah, the
Buddha, the Angels, your ancestors,
Ascended Masters--but have no idea how
to start? Channel Angel's Trumpet's plant
spirit medicine by meditating on a picture
of this glorious ﬂower, or pick up a bottle
of it at your local health foods shop.
You're being asked to let go of the reins
and welcome in a higher power. Let this
ﬂower guide your questions and
concerns to wherever and to whomever
they need to go.

Arnica montana
#traumasoother

Probably one of the most widely known
natural trauma remedies, arnica can be
used topically for wound healing and
bruise prevention, either in Galenic (plantbased) form or homeopathically. Used as
a ﬂower essence, arnica helps to heal
spiritual and emotional injuries too. It's
basically the go-to remedy for any bumps
and bruises, literal or otherwise, along
the road, and can be found at your local
pharmacy, natural foods purveyor, or, if
you happen to be in the mountainous
region of Europe, growing beautifully in
your backyard!
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Basil Flowers
#sexualhealing

Who knew this hardy herb was so
dynamic?! Most people know basil for the
ease with which it grows in poorly-tended
pots on urban apartment ﬁre escapes
(okay, that might just be me), but this
popular culinary herb has spiritual uses,
too. Horticulturally, we're instructed to
pluck basil buds as soon as they appear,
as the herb tends to stop producing leaves
once it starts to ﬂower. If you're a budpicker, save those buds! Basil ﬂowers
soaked in ﬁltered water, left in a sunny
window for a few days, and preserved with
a few drops of brandy make an excellent
basil ﬂower essence. Use it for healing
sexual trauma, integrating sexuality and
spirituality, and bringing your sexuality to
its fullest potential. This essence is
awesome for getting your sacral chakra
spinning nicely, too.

Bathe Your Cares Away
#saltandsodasoaks
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I'm a huge fan of bath time, especially with
salt and soda. Epsom salts are an excellent
source of magnesium, which soothe
aching muscles and calm a stressed mind.
Aluminum-free baking soda (yes, the kind
in the yellow box!) is awesome for
energetic detox when someone's crummy
energy has just slimed you, or to help
stimulate energetic and lymph movement.
If you've got sea salt or Himalayan salt on
hand, combine the 'em with a handful of
baking soda, turn the lights oﬀ, and light a
few candles for a skin-smoothing, energyclearing, rejuvenating spa treatment.

Bitters for Better Health

#puckerupbaby

Four years ago, I met an incredible
herbalist who brought samples of her
homemade digestive bitters for my staﬀ
and me to taste test. Before the bitter
buﬀet, however, she reminded me about
the importance of keeping bitters in our
diets: they "ring the doorbell" to the
digestive tract, triggering salivary amylase
in our mouths and hydrochloric acid in our
stomachs. They encourage bile to release
from the gall bladder into the liver, moving
detox pathways forward. They're an allpurpose tummy tonic and nausea soother,
and...they saved my life. Now that you
know this, I hope you will absolve me of my
guilt when you take your ﬁrst sip of high
quality bitters. #Puckerup and feel the
healing, baby! (Tip: if it gets too intense,
add it to some seltzer water. Delish.)

Bleeding Heart

#lovewideopen

Are you approaching a relationship from a
place of fear or co-dependence? Bleeding
Heart tends to make an appearance when
we need the gentle reminder that we are
enough, and that we can love others and
ourselves without conditions. The
Bleeding Heart species pictured is native
to the Paciﬁc Coast of the US, but we ﬁnd
other species in the eastern and southern
regions of our country, too. Take a walk to
seek this powerful plant spirit out,
meditate on its image, or place several
drops of its essence under your tongue
when you're in need of a spiritual hug.
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Castor Bean Oil

#allpurposeforallpeople

Wildly versatile and relatively inexpensive,
this oil should probably be in every home!
Internally, it's commonly used as an irritant
laxative, and externally, as a skin and hair
softener. I ﬁnd myself needing it most
when I'm sluggish and irritable, when I feel
that my metabolism has slowed and my
vitality, tanked. At bedtime, I smear a
palm-full on the upper right side of my
abdomen (over liver/gallbladder), cover
with a pillowcase or thin towel, and press
a hot water bottle to my belly to gently
stimulate detox while I sleep. Perhaps
this wonderfully simple remedy is calling
you to get things moving, physically and
energetically, and can help you feel
vibrant and gorgeous along the way. Or
perhaps you need a solid BM. Whatevs.

Cayenne

#spiceupyourlife

Yet another remedy that encourages
growth and transformation! When I'm
moved to cook with cayenne (truly
remarkable since I hate spicy foods), I
have to think--am I caught up in
stagnation or unwillingness to take risks?
Am I ignoring an opportunity to advance
my career, my personal life, my marriage?
The red-hot energy of cayenne can light
the ﬂames under any emotional or
spiritual roadblock, or stoke ﬂames that
may need some tending. Prepare a meal
with this sinus-clearing seasoning, or
sprinkle some into an ice-cold lemonade
this summer if spicy isn't your thing!
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Chamomile
#cupofcalm

Now, that's pronounced "CAM-oh-meel,"
or "sha-MOM-a-lay" if you're fancy (shout
out to Kari for that one). Here's my most
vivid memory of this particular ﬂower:
when I graduated from naturopathic
medical school, my entire family came to
Chicago to celebrate, and to manage the
stress from the day, my mom ordered a
cup of chamomile tea at dinner. About
three minutes after her ﬁrst sip, her face
had morphed into something vaguely
anime, and she turned to me to ask, "Is
chamomile related to ragweed?" Yes,
mom, yes it is. If you've an allergy, stay
away from this herb! If not, indulge in
chamomile for an inexpensive but
eﬀective way to release tension you've
been holding, especially in your belly.

Clean Up Your Act
#freshstart

While we may not all subscribe to the lifechanging magic of tidying up, there is
something to be said for purging that
which does not serve us any longer (or
never did to begin with), organizing the
remains, and cleaning our space and
ourselves for good measure. This may be
a time of puriﬁcation and renewal for you,
and there's no better way to start than by
tackling the actual dust accumulating
around you. Other areas of your life may
need tidying as well, including messy
relationships and overﬂowing inboxes. Get
the nontoxic cleaning agents ready--It's
time to clean house.
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Color Therapy
#rainbowremedy

I ﬁrst learned of the German healing art of
color therapy when I was in residency. The
concept is simple: that each color vibrates
at a diﬀerent frequency, and these
frequencies can aﬀect our own. You can
use color therapy very simply by wearing
glasses with colored lenses, or dressing in
a particular color to alter your energy. The
most die-hard of colorists project colored
beams of light onto the naked body in a
"color bath" (which sounds super cool to
me!). Consider each color and meaning.
Which speaks to you, and why?
Red: money, survival, food. Orange:
wellbeing, pleasure. Yellow: self worth and
esteem. Green: love and inner peace.
Blue: communication and truth. Indigo:
intuition, imagination, wisdom. Violet:
spirituality and bliss.

Community Engagement
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#connectandserve
Most people can easily identify that
service and volunteerism is great for the
community in general, and for spiritual
growth in particular, but research is
showing us that volunteering can actually
lead to physical beneﬁts as well! We're
ﬁnding lower mortality rates, greater
functional and cognitive abilities, and
lower rates of depression later in life in
those who volunteer vs. those who don't.
Plugging into a network of people working
toward a common goal, likely having to do
with something about which you're
passionate, leads to a healthier you.

Cosmos Flower
#clearspeech

Cat got your tongue? Maybe you're
overwhelmed by the sudden inﬂow of
inspiration and the fortitude to make a
diﬀerence, but where to start? The cosmos
ﬂower is an excellent connector of
imagination to communication, and can
help you eﬀectively voice your ideas. Let
this tiny blossom help you organize your
thoughts, ﬁnd the right words, and speak
straight from your heart. Native to the
southwestern United States and Mexico,
cosmos ﬂowers spring up in summer and
bloom until the ﬁrst frost, leaving plenty of
time for you to stroll through their ﬁelds
and gather your thoughts. Alternatively,
place a few drops of cosmos ﬂower
essence under your tongue for overexcited
speech, disorganized and confusing
writing, or overwhelmed thoughts.

Crown Chakra

#universalconnection
The crown chakra is the seventh chakra,
located at the top of your head and
represented by the colors violet or bright
white. It connects you to your innermost
self, while also connecting you to the
great, big universe around you. It is
especially useful to have ways to "open"
this chakra when you're feeling stuck,
uninspired, or hopeless, because it is
responsible for trust, positivity, and
happiness. My favorite technique for
opening the crown chakra is vetiver
essential oil rubbed onto the nape of the
neck, combined with shavasana (or corpse
pose) for #positivevibes #alldaylong.
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Crystals

#mineralizedhealing

Did you collect rocks as a kid? Maybe it's
for a good reason! Crystals hold some
pretty right and tight vibrations, which can
be useful to help calm, protect, inspire,
and ground you. The following are a few
widely used crystals and their properties.
Consider putting one in your pocket (or
bra!), under your pillow, or on your desk
when you need some fortiﬁcation.
Amethyst: crown chakra, focus + intuition.
Howlite: third eye chakra, integrity +
visualization. Blue lace agate: throat
chakra, verbal communication +
expression. Rose quartz: heart chakra,
unconditional love + emotional release.
Citrine: solar plexus chakra, balance + joy.
Carnelian: sacral chakra, courage +
intiative. Hematite: root chakra, grounding
+ protection.

Dance It Out

#stepstephopshake

Kids of all ages can process both positive
and challenging situations or emotions
with dance! Lower the living room
shades, put your favorite tunes on, and
get to steppin'. It'll help with your
circulation, digestion, and lymph ﬂow, and
get your emotional and spiritual self
processing, too.
If dancing isn't your thing, try "the shake
oﬀ:" stand up and shake your hands (as if
you're shaking oﬀ water after washing
your hands) for sixty seconds straight.
Follow it with a few hard blinks and some
deep, cleansing breaths. It's an energetic
clearing exercise for stressful times.
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Deer Medicine
#gentleness

What do you feel when you see a doe and
her fawn grazing in a ﬁeld? Deer spirit
medicine encourages you to approach
your current situation with that same
gentleness, particularly toward yourself.
Now isn't the time for harsh language or
brash actions, so take a minute to collect
your thoughts before you respond to this
challenging situation. If you're tempted to
send a ﬁery email to a frustrating
coworker or are beating yourself up for an
honest mistake, channel this powerful but
gentle medicine to help forgive and move
on, so that harmony prevails. For this
situation in particular, triumph will come in
the form of the moral high road lined with
empathy and kindness. While maybe not
as satisfying, dignity and inner strength
are your greatest weapons right now.

Digestion Questions
#treattheholeinthemiddle

Naturopathic medicine at its core treats
"the hole in the middle." What we put in
our bodies, how our bodies process and
utilize it, and how eﬃciently it's then
excreted, are the questions most
naturopaths start out with when
approaching any health concern. Feeling
fatigued, overly emotional, achy or sore?
A simple and inexpensive place to start is
your diet (what you put in) and bowel
movements + urination (what comes out).
A healthy digestive tract leads to healthy
and balanced neurotransmitters, well
lubricated and painless joints, and healthy
energy levels.
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Digital Detox
#powerdown

In the ﬁeld of environmental medicine-how the environment aﬀects our health-researchers are ﬁnding the ways in which
our bodies are susceptible to
electromagnetic forces, and the intensity
of our biological reactions. Culprits for
electromagnetic radiation (EMR) include
anything that has voltage, like electric
appliances, wiring, and power outlets, and
any magnetic ﬁeld (which the EPA has
classiﬁed as a class 3 carcinogen!). Toxic
magnetic ﬁelds are created around the
electrical meter of your house, and in
close proximity to power lines, metal
plumbing, wi-ﬁ and bluetooth transmitters,
and cell phone towers. Escaping these
silent but powerful electromagnetic
frequencies can help relieve stress, both
emotional and physical, and calm your
body.

Emotional Exercise
#letitout
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Sometimes, it is absolutely necessary to
indulge your deepest emotions, so take a
moment to cry it out. Scream into the void.
Take your anger out on a punching bag.
Go for a good long run with a thrasher
metal playlist on loop. If you've been
keeping anything bottled up inside, now is
an excellent time to safely express it. For
some, a marathon of sad or scary or
romantic movies is enough to trigger some
emotional release; for others, physical
exercise is more impactful. Find a way to
tap into the emotion you've kept at bay--or
it will ﬁnd its way to you.

Fit + Fat

#thegoodkindoﬀat

Historically, fat has developed such a bad
reputation! Thankfully, folks are becoming
more educated on the glorious beneﬁts of
a high-in-beneﬁcial-fats diet, including
better brains, healthy hearts, and pain-free
joints. Healthy fats help to insulate nerves
and act as brain food, and they can also
protect the heart from undue stress. If this
caloric card has waddled into your life
today, consider increasing your
consumption of foods high in Omega 3 +
Omega 9 fatty acids, including avocados,
fatty ﬁsh (like salmon), coconut oil, olive oil,
ghee, or nuts. Your body may be asking for
the nourishment these rich foods can
provide, and a few days of ﬁne fat dining
may be just what the doctor ordered!

Friendly Fire

#burnbabyburn

There is something incredibly cleansing
and sacred about ﬁre, and so many
cultures and religions utilize ﬁre in their
traditions. Bonﬁres can be an excellent
way to build community and connect
spiritually. "Smudging," or burning dried
sage to energetically cleanse a person,
place, or thing, can be eﬀective in ridding
yourself of negative or unwanted energy.
Lighting a candle on your desk while
working can help with concentration,
especially if the scent of rosemary lingers
nearby. Right now, you're being asked to
use the element of ﬁre to deepen your
spiritual practice; answer the call.
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Grounding Exercises
#feetontheground

Grounding, or "earthing," is an incredible
way to increase your vitality. The goal of
grounding is to absorb electrons from the
Earth in order to counteract oxidative
damage done by the positive ions (or free
radicals) we encounter daily. Grounding
exercises can be as simple as burying
your bare toes in the sand or walking
barefoot on grass, breathing deeply, and if
possible, basking in the sunshine. For you
urban dwellers, grounding can be done
with earthing mats--a conductive pad that
plugs into a grounded outlet that allows
you to absorb negative ions on your bare
skin. Consider using this pad while you're
typing away on your laptop, or while you
sleep, to reduce stress + pain, and to
improve sleep + energy.

Game Night

#playtowin

Who doesn't love to play?!
As adults, we hardly let our imaginations
and creativity run wild, and playing games
can help get out us out of our mindless
routines. Make a day of it by hunting for
secondhand board games at your local
resale shop, and organize a game night
with some close friends. Maybe you'll
loosen up a bit more with some liquid
courage? Try dropping in on trivia night at
a local bar to connect with your
neighbors, have a laugh, and exercise
your brain in a novel way. Make the eﬀort
to unwind and enjoy some good clean
fun.
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Heart Chakra

#loveswellspring

There is something calling you to pay
attention to your heart chakra at this time,
which is located smack in the middle of
your chest. The heart chakra is
particularly important because it
harmonizes your physical (lower chakras)
energy with your spiritual/emotional
(upper chakras). A blocked chakra can
manifest in unfulﬁlling or one-sided
friendships or romantic relationships with
others, and even cynicism or harsh
judgment of yourself. Open your heart
chakra with yoga (including eagle and
wheel poses), practicing self care with lots
of rest and meditation, incorporating the
color green in your wardrobe, carrying
stones like rose quartz or malachite, or
performing random acts of kindness.

Hummingbird Medicine
#tinyjoys

Hummingbirds are uniquely beautiful
creatures that carry an almost weightless
magic with them. Commonly associated
with joy, hummingbirds ask us to
exchange our pain for peace, in whatever
ways we can. Try meditating on the
joyous ﬂight of the hummingbird,
imagining yourself zipping from bloom to
bloom, sipping delicious nectar and
radiating colors in all their glory. If you
have access to outdoor space, make your
own nectar (sans artiﬁcial dyes, of
course!), and hang a feeder near your
window to bring these celestial beings
closer.
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Immune Support
#ﬁghton

A compromised immune system is no joke!
Keep your defense strategy strong right
now, as there may be physical or energetic
challenges up ahead. Basic immune
system upkeep involves good quality
sleep, hydration with ﬁltered water, a diet
rich in nutrients and antioxidants, and
stress reduction, but you can take these
basics even further at this time. Try
boosting your defenses with short-term
supplementation of vitamins C and D, a
daily dose of a comprehensive probiotic
(with biﬁdo AND lactobacillus strains), or a
cuppa elderberry and echinacea tea. If
you're feeling particularly adventurous,
hydrotherapy is an excellent, though
torturous practice. Take hot/cold showers
(3 minutes hot, then 30 seconds cold) for a
few days to really get your immune system
pumping!

Iris

#creativityunleashed

Suﬀering from writer's block or feeling the
weight of the world on your shoulders?
Plant spirit medicine paints the iris ﬂower
as a bridge that connects your creativity to
higher vibrations, inspiring not only free
thought and feeling, but ﬂow from a place
of divinity. If you're stuck in a rut, try
meditating on the glorious vibrancy of the
iris ﬂower's petals, or ingest iris ﬂower
essence before you get to creating. Iris'
bold blooms will help you transcend the
ennui.
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Joshua Tree

#forgivingfamily

Joshua trees have extensive root systems
(some measuring 36 ft. long!) to help them
withstand the harsh climate of the Mojave
Desert. Their growth pattern is also
unique, as with every new bloom (which
takes many years to develop), the tree
branches oﬀ in a completely new direction.
It is easy to see then, why Joshua tree can
be eﬀective plant spirit medicine for family
trauma. Joshua tree helps you to honor
the connectedness of each family through
its extensive root system, while also
acknowledging an individual's need to take
a diﬀerent path toward self actualization.
This remedy is particularly useful for those
who need help with self-identity, who have
latent resentment toward a family member,
or who seek courage to leave the nest and
explore other worlds.

Laughter

#thecomedycure

Where to start on the beneﬁts of laughter?
Well, there's the release of endorphins
thing. Laughter triggers the release of
dopamine, creating a sense of euphoria
(or a "natural high"). Then we have the
oxygenation thing, as the deep breaths
you're forced to take from a solid belly
laugh help to bring essential nutrients and
and oxygen to your brain, making you feel
more calm and peaceful. With these two
combined, pain perception decreases,
blood pressure normalizes, and immune
function increases. So queue up Ali Wong:
Baby Cobra on Netﬂix and get to giggling.
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Massage/Bodywork

#healingpoweroftouch

According to Psychology Today, there are
some pretty great reasons that human
touch is essential to thriving, from birth to
adulthood, including: decreased violence,
greater trust between individuals, stronger
immune systems, stronger communities
(or a "team dynamic"), greater non-sexual
emotional intimacy between friends,
increased intellectual and learning
engagement, and a greater sense of
overall wellbeing. Taking the sensation of
touch even further, physical manipulation
through massage or chiropractic work can
improve nervous and skeletal function,
and other bodywork can lift stagnation of
qi or energy ﬂows, further enhancing
health. Even without all the scientiﬁc
backup, do you really need a reason to
schedule your next rubdown?

Me, Myself, and I

#selﬁesforselﬂove

I am deﬁnitely not one to snap a selﬁe on
the daily, but I recently read a piece on
the value of capturing your own image,
and really looking at yourself--not in
scrutiny, but with a lens of appreciation.
Are you in need of self love right now?
Maybe a boudoir photo shoot with a
reputable photographer is in order--or
maybe something as simple as an
unabashed, unﬁltered, untouched selﬁe
preserved for the ages on Instagram can
help you see yourself as the radiant being
you are. Take the time to appreciate your
whole self today, top to bottom, inside and
out, and genuinely enjoy the process.
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Medicine in a Mug
#balancingbeverages

Sometimes simple and gentle make the
best medicine. Drinking tea is an excellent
way to harness the healing eﬀects of
herbs in a low-maintenance way. Tummy
in knots? Try grating fresh ginger into a
steaming mug of peppermint tea. Energy
in a slump? A little green tea with ginseng
jelly might give you a gentle jolt. Feeling
the need to unwind? Spoon some local
honey into a cup of hot ﬁltered water and
fresh lavender buds. Daily tea time may
just be the mental break and physical
wellness boost you need right now.

Mouse or Hawk?
#devilisinthedetails

Are you a big picture thinker, with a keen
creativity and an openness as wide as the
sky? Perhaps you are instead more
comfortable with your predictable
surroundings, where you can attend to
every detail as you please. Surely, every
person has moments of both of these
extremes, and right now, the universe is
asking you to question your particular
situation. Is your head in the clouds with
grandiose ideas and no plans for
execution? Ask mouse to help you focus
and ground yourself to accomplish your
goals. Hyper-focused on the negative in
your situation, or spinning your wheels
with each aspect of your problem?
Channel hawk's weightlessness, and
approach your issue from 10,000 feet
above.
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Nature Bathing
#breathoﬀreshair

"Shinrin-yoku" is the Japanese practice of
"taking in the forest air" or "forest bathing."
Beneﬁts to this practice, which began to
take oﬀ in the 1980s, include stress
reduction, improved sleep and energy
levels, overall mood stabilization and
elevation, increased immune function (via
increased natural killer cells), improved
ability to focus (even in children with
behavioral disorders!), and shortened
recovery time after illness or trauma.
Anecdotally, Shinrin-yoku has helped
increase intuition and spiritual
connectedness, deepen friendships, and
generate happiness. Some of us may not
have a forest handy, so ﬁnding a park, a
lakefront, a pond, or even a quiet,
overgrown abandoned lot can help you
reap the beneﬁts of nature bathing in a
pinch! Take the time to go oﬀ road today.

Oak Tree
#bebrave
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Calm, steady, strong, and brave are all
words that come to mind when evoking
oak spirit medicine. Are you feeling like
you have to be the strong one in a tough
situation, like all responsibility lies on your
shoulders? The opposite might be true as
well, that you feel you can't take the
burden on because it might break you.
Rest assured, you are being called to see
this challenge through. You do have the
power to muscle through it alone,
especially with oak medicine ﬂowing
through you, but that may not be
necessary. Don't discount helping hands.

Pet Therapy

#muttmedicine

While the use of animals therapeutically
dates back over 150 years, animal therapy
as we know it really began to take oﬀ in
the 1970s. On a physical level, petting an
animal, whether it be a majestic horse or
your beloved mutt, triggers the release of
oxytocin, a hormone that promotes social
bonding and a reduction of stress. This
rush of oxytocin doesn't just happen in
humans, but in your animal friends, too!
Another beneﬁt of pet therapy, particularly
pertaining to dogs, is that our animals tend
to track dirt and other questionable
substances into our homes, onto our
couches, and even our beds. This is a
good thing! The increased exposure to
microbes we might not normally come into
contact with diversiﬁes our microbiome
and strengthens our immune systems--so
get your dose of a pet-based probiotic
today and every day.

Phone a Friend

#communicationiskey

Sometimes, all you need is a shoulder to
cry on. Do you tend to bottle things up
and go it alone? Now is not the time to
lock yourself up in solitary conﬁnement, so
tap into your support network! If you've
got a trusted counselor or mentor, seek
some wise guidance on your situation. Go
with your gut on this one, and ﬁnd a
trusted colleague to conﬁde in, or turn to
an old friend for a warm hug. Get that
stress oﬀ your chest, and let others lighten
the load. Know that you're not alone.
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Plant to Grow

#gardenwithglamour

Tending a garden is good for the soul-and body. A Dutch study found that
gardening after a stressful task produced
lower cortisol (stress response hormone)
levels, than reading a book post-stress
does. Research from Sweden found that
regular gardening cuts heart attack and
stroke risk by 30% in adults over 60. An
Australian team found gardening to lower
Alzheimer's risk by 36%! Sunshine (and
therefore increased Vitamin D
production), fresh air, and exposure to
bacteria in the soil can also strengthen the
immune system, leading to an overall
healthier foundation for health. Take the
time to grow a garden, and ﬁnd your mind
and body tended to as well.

Read a Book

#tometherapy

Everyone knows the health beneﬁts of
physical exercise, but not all of us take the
time to exercise our minds. Reading a
book stimulates memory and learning with
a solid brain workout, and helps exercise
our emotions as well. Exploring alternate
realities in books can be the temporary
time-out from our own world that we are
seeking, and can help give us
perspectives we might never encounter
elsewhere. Reading stimulates
imagination and empathy, which the world
could use a whole lot more of right now.
Try getting lost in a good book today.
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Redesign Your Space
#renovateandreframe

There's a new ﬁeld of study investigating
how your brain reacts to your environment
called "neuroarchitecture." This branch of
science looks at how you respond to
space neurologically, physically, and
psychologically, and is useful in guiding
interior and architectural design to
promote healing and well-being. Is it time
for you to create a healthier environment
around you? Try simple things ﬁrst: a new
duvet cover, air-purifying plants, or
changing the orientation of your bed. Use
concepts from color therapy to set a
focused mood in your oﬃce, an energetic
vibe in your living room, or a relaxing feel
in our bedroom. Heed the Field of
Dreams wisdom: "if you build it, he will
come!"

Rest Easy

#napsforsuccess

Finding yourself in a mid-day slump?
Instead of reaching for the coﬀee pot, try
napping! Naps lasting around 20 minutes
can improve your motor skills, alertness,
and focus...and may just snap you out of
that funk. Get yourself into a dark room
around siesta time (after lunch, between 1
and 2 pm), and set a timer so there's no
fear of oversleeping. No time or place to
snooze? Try a meditation break and
either sit in silence, or listen to a guided
meditation track at your desk to help you
unwind. Schedule some down time in
your work day to recharge + de-stress.
You're worth it.
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Root Chakra

#foundationforfulﬁllment

Located at the base of the spine, the root
chakra is responsible for our feelings of
safety and security. It is literally the
foundation of our entire chakra system, so
keeping this chakra open and balanced is
particularly important. How do you know if
something's a bit oﬀ? You might be
feeling constant anxiety or worry,
especially manifesting in tummy troubles
or abnormal bowel movements. Pelvic
discomfort, problems with coordination in
your legs or feet, and lower back pain can
all be symptoms of root chakra imbalance.
If your root chakra needs attention, try
meditating on your fears: from where are
they stemming? What can you do right
now to prevent these from happening, or
yourself from spiraling? Red stones (like
garnet or bloodstone) can help align your
energy, too.

Rosemary
#avitalmind
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Rosemary is an herb for remembrance in
so many ways. When I took my
naturopathic board exams, test takers
around me wore handwoven rosemary
crowns or dabbed rosemary essential oil
on their temples to stimulate clear thinking
and accurate memory. This herb is also
wonderful for remembering who you are,
that is, in times of spiritual crisis or when
your ego gets the best of you, rosemary
pulls your brain back into the present, into
a grounded state, into awareness. Make
your own rosemary ﬂower essence to pull
yourself out of your own head.

Sacral Chakra

#thesensualchakra

This chakra is all about passion and
pleasure! The sacral chakra is located in
the pelvis, and is responsible for feelings
of intimacy, joy, and connection. Part of
having an open and balanced sacral
chakra is keeping healthy boundaries,
feeling connected to your emotions but not
allowing them to overpower you, tapping
into your creativity, and nourishing your
body with healthy lifestyle choices. Are
any of these needing some attention
lately? Work on unleashing your sacral
ﬂow with excellent self care, especially with
time alone to feel all the feels and let your
freak ﬂag ﬂy. And if that self care time
turns into a self love sesh, deﬁnitely go
with it...you probably need it.

Skunk Medicine

#beyourself

Skunks are some of the most formidable
animals on the planet, but why? These
creatures embody the concept of self
conﬁdence: their protective mechanisms
have nothing to do with brute force or
deception, merely an incredibly eﬀective
musk that repels animals large and small.
Right now, you're being asked to channel
skunk's wise ways. Move through the
world unapologetically, metaphorical musk
and all, and trust that your instincts will get
you through. Only ﬁre when you're ﬁred
upon, and move past altercations without
resentment or lingering anger. Command
respect by unabashedly being your unique
self, and rock that classic monochromatic
look while you're doing it.
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Snapdragon

#holdyourtongue

Are you struggling to ﬁnd your voice in
the midst of conﬂict at work or home?
Conversely, has your outspokenness
alienated those around you away from
you and your cause? Snapdragon can be
an excellent ally in either of these
extremes. With an aﬃnity for the throat
chakra, snapdragon helps us voice our
truths, accurately and clearly, without
burning those around us in our fervor. It's
also excellent for improving the link
between our throat and our sacral
chakras, which clears negative
programming from our childhood
surrounding sexuality and intimacy while
allowing us to revel in this energetic ﬂow.
This ﬂower keeps us passionate and
rational, and is therefore a very powerful
energetic adaptogen to have on hand.

Solar Plexus Chakra

#powercenter

The solar plexus chakra is sort of the
"work horse" of all the power centers, it's
where you ﬁnd the motivation and
willpower to just do it. It's located a few
ﬁnger-widths above your navel, and may
be tender to touch. Blockages in this
chakra manifest as having lost the will to
do much of anything meaningful, and an
imbalance can look like hyper-reactivity to
stressful situations. Soothe and nourish
your solar plexus with ginger tea, yellow
crystals like citrine, or adrenal and tummy
love. Your body is asking for the self care
you need to either dust yourself oﬀ and
try again, or to cool your jets.
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Sound Therapy
#musictoyourears

You may have heard of ultrasound
therapy, in which physical therapists or
chiropractors use ultrasonic sound waves
to stimulate healing or reduce
inﬂammation. Sound therapy is no
diﬀerent! Although the research on this is
only in its infancy, native healers have
used bowls, musical instruments, tuning
forks, and chanting to harmonize the
body's vibrations and bring physical and
emotional healing. Some hypothesize
that it disrupts the brain's harmful thinking
patterns, "distracting" you from the pain.
Even if science can't yet explain this
phenomenon, it wouldn't hurt to try it for
yourself. Listen to a recorded Tibetan
bowl meditation, attend a Taize chanting
concert, or just open up your favorite
band's Spotify playlist and feel the heal.

Sunﬂower

#bloombrightly

As a young and growing ﬂower, the
mighty sunﬂower's leaves and bud tend to
track the sun's movements across the sky
each day. Although that action stops
once the stem hardens and the sunﬂower
opens, its radiance and aﬃnity for
sunshine doesn't diminish. Energetically,
sunﬂowers are great for lifting your spirits
when you've found yourself in the gloom,
especially if you did not experience much
nourishing love in your formative years.
Stop comparing yourself to others, and
focus on your own personal progress
instead, with a vase of sunﬂowers on your
kitchen table to inspire you.
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Take a Hike
#trailtoclarity

From the American Hiking Society:
"Walking is one of the lowest impact sports
around. This means that while you derive
all the cardiovascular beneﬁts of other
aerobic activities, you do so with a
minimum of stress, strain and pounding to
your body." Add to this the beneﬁts of
fresh air, the escape from electromagnetic
radiation and stress of everyday life, the
experience of nature bathing, and either
alone time or bonding with a friend (furry
or otherwise), and hiking rises to the top of
the list of ideal self care techniques!

Tapping

#resetbutton

Emotional Freedom Technique (or "The
Tapping Solution") is an excellent way to
process negative emotions or traumatic
situations in order to bring your body and
mind back to balance. The technique
marries principles from Traditional Chinese
Medicine with modern psychology. It is
practiced by stimulating nine acupuncture
points through tapping, while you focus on
the physical pain or emotional trauma with
the goal of acceptance and closure in
mind. These nine points (or areas) include:
the eyebrow line, the midline of the skull,
under the eyes, top and bottom lips, base
of the skull, sides of the hands, backs of
the hands between 4th and 5th digits, the
temples, and under the collarbones.
Consider this technique for acute trauma
(maybe after a minor traﬃc accident?) and
for sustained trauma as well.
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Tell Your Story

#pentoproverbialpaper

There are so many ways to communicate
with the masses nowadays, and most of us
don't think twice before we ﬁre oﬀ a
missive criticizing bad customer service or
waxing poetic on our latest purchase.
What if we turned our attention inward, and
wrote our thoughts down for our eyes
only? What would surface? Maybe we
would change our careers, create an
alternate universe in our minds (The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter, anyone?),
or preserve our most vivid memories for
future generations. Maybe this would all
lead to a series of doodles that mean
nothing to anyone else but us! No matter
what surfaces, consider jotting it down
now, whatever "it" may mean to you.

Third Eye Chakra

#themindsees

There are many religious traditions that
acknowledge the third eye, an extension
of the brain that sees beyond physical
reality. Even if religious philosophy isn't
your gig, you may resonate with some
equally valid synonyms for the third eye:
intuition, gut feelings, instincts, or
subconscious thoughts. The third eye
chakra is located between the brows at
the root of the nose, and when open and
balanced, allows us to connect with our
innate spirituality, and to know things
without physically seeing them. Practice
trusting and accepting your personal
wisdom with aﬃrmations, crystals like lapis
lazuli, or scents like clary sage + patchouli.
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Throat Chakra

#speakyourtruth

My ﬁrst experience with throat chakra
healing came when I experienced a
wicked sore throat, which medicines of all
kinds couldn't shake. I scheduled a
massage, and my therapist asked if she
could work with crystals as well. I agreed,
and after sixty minutes of shoulder
kneading and exposure to chrysocolla +
sodalite, I opened my eyes without so
much as a tingle in my throat! Sometimes,
mental blockages and even physical
ailments can ﬁnd their roots in the chakra
system. If you're struggling to ﬁnd and
speak your truth right now (or gossiping +
over-sharing), try drinking water to clear
the sludge, singing to release blockage,
or wearing blue to tonify this particular
chakra and improve your communication.

Valerian

#herbaltransformation

Valerian as an herb is commonly used to
combat anxiety or insomnia. Taking this a
step further, it's no wonder that in plant
spirit medicine, valerian helps to calm
tension and worries, and to transform
negative fervor into creative and uplifting
passion. Fire can be a positive force, such
as spontaneous wildﬁres that promote
new plant growth in a forest, but humans
can easily become consumed in internal
ﬁre with no escape route. Valerian tames
those ﬂames! Use this herbal ﬁrst aid to
calm anger, rage, and any useless anxiety,
and for physical symptoms like hot ﬂashes
and excessive sweating.
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Vegetables

#goodnessfromthegarden

Have you been getting enough fruits and
vegetables in your diet lately? It's so easy
to grab a pizza or bagel or sandwich
during a hectic work day, but
unfortunately, there's not much in those
(admittedly delicious) foods to nourish and
sustain you. Enter: fresh-from-the-garden
meal prep! One of the easiest ways for
me to raise my veggie intake in summer is
to toss halved cherry tomatoes and
chopped cucumbers with a pinch of salt
and let it marinate for a few hours. Cheap
and easy cold salads like this, made from
fresh vegetables and simple dressings,
are perfect for grab-and-go meals. Try
whipped cauliﬂower instead of mashed
potatoes this week or sweet potato mac +
"cheese." Your body is asking for the
nutrient boost these foods can provide!

Wait for It

#perfecttiming

Just because things may not be panning
out the way you've planned doesn't mean
that they won't happen eventually.
There's something going on behind the
scenes that will make the delayed
gratiﬁcation completely worth it--or will
bring an even more bountiful and
beautiful outcome than you imagined. If
you pulled this card in contrary, however,
or in the "let go" position of a spread,
maybe it's time for you to stop waiting for
good things to come and take matters into
our own hands. No matter which of these
is your situation, time is certainly a factor
in your movement and growth right now.
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Water, Water, Everywhere
#hydrate

Everyone knows that drinking water is
important, but do we ever get an
explanation on why? Around 60% of our
bodies are made up of water, and it's
essential to almost all biological
processes. Our bodies' "septic systems"
are ﬂushed out by our water intake, our
joints are lubricated with amino acids and
sugars combined with water, our body
temperature is regulated in part by water,
and our brains and spinal cords are
protected by cerebrospinal ﬂuid, which is
99% water! Clearly, water is life. Increase
your intake of fresh, ﬁltered water to
cleanse and renew your body and spirit.

(Go) Wild!card

#moderationbedamned
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"Everything in moderation, including
moderation, so at times, go to extremes!"
-Louise Edwards, ND
I'm pretty sure that moderation in
moderation is the biggest lesson I gleaned
from my graduate education, and it's
honestly the best advice ever. There is a
certain amount of stability that every
person needs in order to be successful,
and obviously these ﬂuctuate between
individuals. Still, once that minimum level
of safety and stability is reached,
sometimes it's appropriate to let your
metaphorical hair down and let loose!
Taking a risk in love, in work, or in life in
general may be exactly what you need
right now. Whether the experience is
fruitful or full-of-learning, it's high time you
take a walk on the wild side.

Wheels of Fortune

#turningcircles

Big changes may be coming your way, and
you may be tempted to let destiny take the
wheel. Trust this! Forward movement and
progress seems to be the name of the
game right now. If you are invited to take a
trip, for work or pleasure, it's time to get
excited and start planning. Maybe there is
a job change or transfer in your future, and
relocation seems inevitable. Keep the
momentum going to prevent other great
opportunities from rolling past you.
Stagnation is not an option.

Where is your power?

#hiddenstrengths

No matter who you are, you're going to be
experiencing stress and major challenges
in your life. It may seem like there will
always be one aspect of your life that's just
not right (ﬁnances, family drama, romance,
life purpose?), and it is certainly useful to
think about and work on these areas for
personal growth. If you're getting lost in
the details though, maybe a shift in
perspective is necessary. My awesome
counselor-slash-energy worker (s/o to
Michaela!) taught me that whenever I feel
out of control or at the whim of other
people's decisions, I need to ﬁnd my
power. Personal power can be physical,
say, in the form of homeownership, but it
can be skill- or personality-based, too.
Perhaps your power is in your empathy, in
making and keeping good friends, in being
a human lie detector. Maybe it's in car
repair or in ﬁling your own taxes. Where's
your power? Find it and focus on it now.
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Yarrow

#spiritualshield

Do you ever feel that you're completely
susceptible to other people's moods or
energy? Maybe you feel sorrow for
other's misfortune or sadness, or that you
need to ﬁnd ways to help them. Although
your intentions are pure, it doesn't serve
anyone to lament over situations out of
your control, or to allow others to dictate
your emotional and spiritual health.
Yarrow as a medicinal herb is used to
break fevers and for tummy troubles, and
historically was used to stop bleeding. As
a ﬂower essence, its use is not dissimilar.
This ﬂower helps to form a shield (or
"bandage," if you will) over your emotional
and spiritual wounds, and protects you
from further trauma. I've found yarrow to
be a great ally in dealings with energy
vampires and the verbally incontinent,
especially combined with carrying a
grounding and protective stone like
hematite or tiger's eye.

Zinnia

#innerchild

Zinnia is an awesome tool to have in your
belt when you're caught up in the daily
grind. Zinnia helps you to reconnect to
your childlike self, with all the playfulness,
creativity, and carefree imagination that
that brings. This plant spirit remedy is
particularly helpful for those who are
feeling the physical eﬀects of age or
longstanding illness, and can help bring
back joy and serenity. If this isn't quite
your situation, perhaps you're being
asked to bring zinnia's healing essence to
someone else right now.
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Dedications +
About the Author
#ﬁnalwords
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Dedications
#withgratitude
To:
Allie, my wife
Elphie, my ﬁrstborn
+ Vespa, my baby
#fullhouse #fullheart

To:
Lucy, my mama
Theresa, my seestor
+ James, my brobear
#kickingass together since 1988

About the Author
#thebackstory

After growing up in Los Angeles,
attending college in San Francisco,
graduating from naturopathic medical
school in Chicago, completing a residency
in Seattle, and beginning her AmeriCorps
journey in Boston, Sarah and her family
ﬁnally settled in the awesome little city of
New Haven, Connecticut. Using the
proceeds from this card deck + book, she
hopes to open a nonproﬁt naturopathic
clinic to help address the health inequities
of her community, and to bring humanity
back into the healthcare system. Check
out her work at sarahouanond.com.
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